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ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
The exhibition features 5 emerging artists:
David Howell
Alison Indigo
Tara Indigo
Olga Nowicka
Julie Pozdeev
Featuring paintings, drawings and sculptures which will take you ‘somewhere
else’, away from your regular humdrum existence.
In some cases, they embody a different geographical place, time or season.
In other cases, the artworks invite you to lose yourself in their compositions.
Electric combinations of colour, contrast, shadow and mood conjure up an
emotional reaction in the viewer.
Come along and be taken ‘somewhere else’!
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David Howell
ARTIST STATEMENTS

"David has been called an
interventionist, but not by himself."
David arrived from the West in 2001 to study
sculpture at COFA. Working with metal, concrete
and other sundry things that fired his imagination
he went on to cast his own car from ferro cement.
Subsequently winning the Whites Wires sculpture
prize he was provided with some more materials
useful in the production of masonry artworks. This
led to the production of some other large works
which ended up in exhibitions such as the
McClelland sculpture survey, Montalto sculpture
prize.
Out of place
steel, lacquer
127 x 50 x 53cm
$1,100

Balanced pair
Steel, lacquer, MDF
40 x 22 x 30cm
$540
Evolutionary dead end
Steel, lacquer
30 x 46 x 52cm
$600
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ALISON INDIGO
ARTIST STATEMENTS
"Alison’s art is eclectic at times. She
enjoys using pastels with pigments and
inks as well as painting with oils."
Alison’s inspiration for work can come from
anywhere. Some themes which she has explored
in her work include the cityscape, labyrinths,
mountains and hills, journeys, goldfish, arches,
portraits, human psychology and depictions of
random found objects.
Alison finds some of these themes overlap. When she makes art, it is part planning but
more importantly also an intuitive activity. A love of colour and texture embodies her work
and she works in layers, sometimes with collage. Art is something that will always be
there for Alison.
Between Dusk and Dawn
Pastel on paper
46 x 54cm
$550

Chasing Rainbow
Ink, pastel and pen on paer
56 x 66cm
$650
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Bounty
Ink, and pastel on paper
70 x 68cm
$800

Triage
Ink, pastel and pen on paer
70 x 82cm
$800

TARA INDIGO
ARTIST STATEMENTS
"Tara’s mission as an artist is to
sometimes make people happy and
sometimes to surprise them!."
Tara’s inspiration comes from watching the ABC TV
show “Mister Maker”. She is always trying to
replicate artworks made on the show, adding her
own twist. She also likes to write her own short
stories which she illustrates. Nature, life’s events –
all are subject matter for Tara.
Autunm
Acrylic on canvas
41 x 30cm
$100

Spring
30 x 41cms
Acrylic on canva
$100
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Olga Nowicka
ARTIST STATEMENTS
"Olga loves colours and experimenting with
them."
All her artworks were painted using only the primary
colours & gouache paint. Olga's paintings are mainly
abstract. Shes gets inspired by everyday life and
memories.

1965
Gauche on
canvas
42 x 29cm
$165

1998
Gauche on
canvas
42 x 29cm
$165

1992
Gauche on
canvas
42 x 29cm
$165

2011
Gauche on
canvas
42 x 29cm
$165
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Julie Pozdeev
ARTIST STATEMENTS
“Julie is a self-proclaimed dabbler in painting
and drawing. She is forever sketching in work
meetings."
Julie enjoys the smell of paint and moving it around the
canvas. She tends to use geography, biology and God
as the main themes in her art. Julie gets excited about
maps, travelling, neurology and camping.

Grow
Acrylic on canvas, 48 x 38cm
$200

Emote
Acrylic on canvas, 48 x 38cm
$200

Terra Incognita
Acrylic on canvas, 48 x 38cm
$200

Burst
Acrylic on canvas, 48 x 38cm
$200
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Cellule
Acrylic on paper
Framed: 26 x 31cm
$150
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